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SCRAP ERC-20 

INTRODUCTION

A precious metals refining company that is currently being developed into a blockchain based metals 

exchange and decentralized app that will be powered by the SCRAP ERC-20 tokens created and 

launched by the Active World Club. The initial tokens have a face value of $0.00001 with 1 trillion 

minted. These tokens will facilitate transactions between recycling firms, scrappers, and industrial 

clients, who wish to sell larger quantities of Gold, Silver, Palladium, and other rare earth materials. 

Most importantly, the SCRAP tokens are easily used to purchase refined precious metals. 

SCRAP CONTRACT ADDRESS:  
0XB0031B030C4EFB36D1D251B9772FFA94663558C5 

Etherscan link: https://etherscan.io/token/0xb0031B030C4eFb36D1D251b9772FFa94663558c5

https://etherscan.io/token/0xb0031B030C4eFb36D1D251b9772FFa94663558c5


SCRAP

TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY: 
1,000,000,000,000 SCRAP

SUPPLY DYNAMICS:

0xb0031B030C4eFb36D1D251b9772FFa94663558c5 
18 DECIMALS



SCRAP TOKEN

ECOSYSTEM

YIELD: That junk yields approximately 1 oz of 
 refined .999 pure precious metal including Gold, 
Silver, Palladium, and more.

TOKENS: Priced at .00001 and can be used 
in our club marketplaces to buy .999 pure 
Gold, Silver, Palladium and other valuable 
merchandise.

MARKETS: This set conversion rate makes the 
 SCRAP token interchangeable dollar for dollar 
 with physical precious metals markets.

HEDGE: Because club members can use SCRAP 
to buy the metals we refine, the tokens are 
 actually severed from fiat currency and a true 
inflation hedge.

PHYSICAL DELIVERY: After 180 days, 
members may purchase any qualified 
marketplace items using the SCRAP tokens  
at checkout. This includes order direct 
shipments of Gold, Silver, and Palladium.

Every $500 purchase of SCRAP tokens recycles and refines over 1000 lbs of industrial and electronic junk.



SCRAP

RULES

Tokens must be held through the procurement, recycling,  
and refining process which takes 180 days to complete.

After holding SCRAP tokens for 180 days, members may purchase  
any qualified marketplace items using the SCRAP tokens at checkout.  
This includes order direct shipments of Gold, Silver, and Palladium.



ABOUT THE CREATORS

ACTIVE WORLD CLUB

ACTIVE WORLD CLUB: 
AWC was formed to serve as a peer-to-peer platform for the facilitation of Defi and NFT projects. The Club 
is to “invited members only” creating exclusivity by design. Within The Club there are opportunities for 
like-minded members to exchange investment thoughts, ideas, and strategies. Members are encouraged 
to share the discovery of rising artists, burgeoning inventors, small businesses, turn around financial 
opportunities, relaunches, M&A opportunities and create ways to right social or civil injustices, identify and 
fund worthy causes and all in one place. All this with the goal of pursuing the “crypto-lifestyle” of exotic cars, 
boats, planes, and travel. Our mission is to create a platform to decentralize, democratize and demystify 
finance opportunities through the use of cryptocurrencies.

ACTIVE WORLD CLUB WEBSITE: https://www.activeworldclub.com

LUXURIES OF BECOMING AN AWC MEMBER

Our robust member community includes the following:

• Finance - Which includes AWC Exchange, Digital Wallet and Cash Management, AWC Crypto Research Bot,  
 AWC Equity Research Bot, and US Housing Exchange.

• Education - Crypto 101, AWC Tutorials, Crypto Project Tutorials, and Crypto Global Environment.

• Social Media - Link all of your social media accounts, add friends, track your followers, chat,  
 share pictures, and media sharing.

• NFT Market Place - Create, buy and sell NFT art, media, and business utility.

• Entertainment - Includes Mad Hatter Society Peer to Peer Sports Betting, Music, Film, TV, and News.

• Travel & Leisure - Includes Velocity Auto Concierge, Hotels, Boat Charters, and Private Jet Charters.

• Marketplace - Includes AWC Auction, AWC Crypto Shopping Cart, and AWC Buy Crypto with Crypto.

• Account Profile and Support - Customize your member desktop, and the AWC Concierge Bot.

https://www.activeworldclub.com


DISCLAIMER:
This document does not constitute nor imply a final technical specification 

of SCRAP. Information presented on this whitepaper, technical or 
otherwise, is meant to outline the general idea of SCRAP, its design  
and its use-cases and is subject to change with or without notice.


